When demand-side management competes in an electric resource solicitation
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In this study we analyse a New York utility’s integrated bidding programme, focusing on the techniques used to incorporate demand-side management (DSM) options. The utility relied on a two-stage bid evaluation process. In the first stage, an objective self-scoring system was employed, where points were awarded for price and other attributes of DSM and supply proposals. A short list of projects was selected, which were then subjected to more detailed analysis by the utility. Several additional screening criteria were used in the evaluation of DSM bids, including technical and economic feasibility, riskiness, and potential impact on the company’s own DSM programmes. Out of the 33 DSM bids originally submitted (for a total of 163 MW), 30 made it through the first stage, but only seven survived the second stage (for a total of 36 MW). The scoring system did not effectively discriminate among or adequately value DSM bids, primarily because it was designed to evaluate supply-side projects. In the second stage, the utility evaluation process was too stringent in eliminating DSM bids that potentially competed with utility DSM programmes or overlapped with other DSM bids. To avoid these problems in future solicitations conducted by this or other utilities, we recommend that separate auctions be held for supply and demand resources, that DSM bid evaluation criteria be tailored to the characteristics of the DSM resource, that contract negotiations be more heavily relied upon to resolve issues between the utility and bidders, and that utilities consider partnerships between themselves and third-party DSM providers in implementing their DSM programmes as an alternative to bidding programmes such as the one discussed here.
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American electric utilities have been challenged by the cross-currents of recent structural and regulatory changes in their industry. Traditionally operated as regulated, vertically integrated monopolies, electric utilities are now being nudged into competition with private entities for the right to build future power-generating facilities. Traditional supply-side planning has been supplanted by integrated resource planning, where the scope has been broadened to include consideration of demand-side management (DSM) resources, of the environmental consequences of resource options, and of the uncertainties and risks inherent in alternative expansion paths. In many jurisdictions, electric utilities are being cajoled (through regulation) and enticed (through financial incentives) to deliver DSM programmes on a scale that is comparable to most planned electric supply additions over the next decade.

As utilities translate integrated resource planning into resource acquisition strategies, a key issue that arises is how best to structure and manage competition. Integrated solicitations, where supply and demand resources are bid and evaluated on a comparative basis, are seen by many as a way to simultaneously promote the goals of integrated resource planning, spur further implementation of DSM, and achieve the economic efficiency advantages of competition.
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Since the first requests for proposals in 1984, auctions for electric resources have been both prolific and varied. By 1992, over 60 electric utilities in 26 US states have instituted nearly 100 solicitations requesting over 22 GW of power. For the subset of utilities that have announced results, 14 GW of supply-side projects and 275 MW of demand-side projects have been selected. In 20 states, bidding has been restricted to private power producers (that is, supply projects). Firms or customers that offer DSM options have been included as part of integrated or 'all-sources' bidding solicitations of utilities in five states (Maine, New Jersey, Indiana, Washington, and New York). In several states, utilities have also issued demand-side only requests for proposals or developed parallel but separate bidding processes for supply and DSM resources.

The state regulatory environment has, to a great extent, shaped DSM bidding programmes in the USA, and the state of New York is no exception. In response to forecasted needs for additional capacity by the early to mid 1990s, the New York Public Service Commission (NYPSC) directed utilities, in a flurry of decisions over two years, to file long-range DSM and integrated resource plans, to implement bidding programmes, to offer full-scale, system-wide DSM programmes to various customer classes, and to suggest ratemaking mechanisms that would overcome financial barriers to promoting energy efficiency options. The NYPSC consciously chose to implement bidding quickly in the spirit of experimenting with this alternative form of resource acquisition. The NYPSC provided general guidelines on bidding but it was left to the utilities to sort out and ultimately reconcile the consequences of these DSM policy initiatives with bidding guidelines that required inclusion of demand-side providers.

In compliance with the Commission’s bidding orders, the Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation issued its first integrated bidding request for proposals for 350 MW. This paper focuses on the process and issues that arose out of the DSM bid evaluation portion of Niagara Mohawk’s integrated resource solicitation. For insight into other aspects of this solicitation, including more background on the regulatory history of bidding in New York and analysis of the supply-side bid-evaluation process, the reader is referred to the full report.

### Bid evaluation process and outcome

Niagara Mohawk’s solicitation called for both supply and demand projects to be evaluated together in an integrated auction. By design, there was no a priori allocation of the resource block between the two types of resources. Theoretically, Niagara Mohawk could have filled the entire capacity block with either supply or demand projects.

Niagara Mohawk relied on a two-stage bid-evaluation process. The rationale for this approach was to partake of the advantages of an objective, self-scoring system that was relatively transparent to bidders to produce a ‘short list’ of projects. The remaining projects would then be analysed in more detail in a second stage using modelling and analysis methods established by Niagara Mohawk. Phase 2 allowed for significant utility discretion in choosing the best combination of projects.

#### Phase 1: Objective, self-scoring system

In the first phase, developers submitted sealed bids to an independent third-party firm which ranked them based on total points established for various attributes and selected an initial award group of projects. The primary structure and point values of the Phase 1 scoring system were the same for both supply and demand-side resources (see Table 1). The number of points assigned to various attributes represents the relative weighting or valuation of that factor in choosing among projects. Factor point assignments reflect one outcome of the bidding programme development process in which many parties participated, including regulators, intervenors, and utility staff.

#### Phase 2: Bid evaluation process

In the second phase, Niagara Mohawk evaluated projects in the initial award group independently from one another and in combination with other projects under different scenarios about future load growth, fuel prices, and expectations of non-utility generation. DSM projects were analysed using additional screening criteria. DSM projects were not rejected or accepted until the complete analysis had been performed but it is apparent that Niagara Mohawk placed more weight on some decision-making criteria.
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![Decision rules applied to DSM bids](image)

criteria than others. Figure 1 represents the process by which DSM bids succeeded or failed in Phase 2 based on a synthesis of several sources and our own judgement. In this figure, decision rules are classified as primary or secondary criteria. DSM bids passing the individual project screening were combined together into a portfolio of projects in order to ensure their cost-effectiveness as a group. The group of DSM projects were then put together with initial award group supply projects in various combinations to form portfolios in sizes ranging from 450 MW to 550 MW. It is important to note that the group of DSM projects was to remain invariant during the integrated bid-evaluation process. The cumulative capacity of projects picked for the final award group was to be at least 125% (that is, 438 MW) of the resource block requirement, apparently to allow for the ‘lumpiness’ of projects, and for attrition in the contract negotiation phase.

**Response to the solicitation**

Niagara Mohawk received 108 bids, totalling nearly 7300 MW. Thirty-three DSM bids were submitted for a total of 163 MW. Of the 75 supply bids offered, 26 were multiple bids at the same site, but with lower scores, leaving 49 unique supply projects. Even so, the supply-side capacity offered from this latter subset dwarfed the demand-side, at 4700 MW.

Figure 2 shows Phase 1 scores for DSM and supply bids. On average, DSM bids garnered 798 points out of a total of 1310. Over half of these points derived from price factor scores. In the non-price factor categories, most of the points came from the environmental factor, where 100% of the possible points were achieved by conservation projects. DSM bids captured from two-thirds to three-quarters of the possible points on other non-price attributes. The principal distinction between DSM and supply projects was on bid price: the mean price score for DSM bids was 410 points, whereas for supply bids it was 118 points. This advantage on price is the principal reason that DSM projects scored almost twice as many points on average (452 vs 798) overall compared with supply projects. In addition, DSM projects also had a significant edge on environmental factor scores (58 points) compared with generation projects. Interestingly, average scores on other non-price factors were comparable between supply and DSM projects.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Economic risk</th>
<th>Longevity</th>
<th>Success</th>
<th>Performance/operational</th>
<th>Environmental</th>
<th>Non-price subtotal</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Max. possible</td>
<td>DSM</td>
<td>Supply</td>
<td>Points</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. Average bid scores in Niagara Mohawk solicitation.

Initial and final award group
The initial award group comprised 39 bids: 30 DSM bids for 140 MW and nine supply bids for 972 MW. On the demand side, all but three, or 91% of the bids passed the Phase 1 screen. On the supply side, the situation was quite different: only 18% of the bids were selected for the initial award group.

Niagara Mohawk’s final award group ultimately comprised seven DSM projects offering 36 MW of demand reductions and two large supply projects (189 MW coal-fired repowering project and 216 MW gas-fired combined cycle). Table 2 shows the DSM bids in the final award group, including type of bidder (eg energy service company (ESCO) or customer), the savings level, targeted market sectors and end use efficiency measures, and desirable features cited by Niagara Mohawk in selecting these projects.

Twenty-three initial award group DSM bids were ultimately rejected. Patterns clearly emerged as to the bid attributes that caused the most concern to the utility. For example, the sole reason given for rejecting all five commercial/industrial (C/I) lighting bids was their high price relative to Niagara Mohawk’s DSM programme costs. Niagara Mohawk stated that ESCO bid prices for C/I lighting programmes were substantially more expensive than estimated costs per kWh saved of the company’s C/I lighting programme ($0.058–0.079/kWh vs $0.02–0.03/kWh). Niagara Mohawk claimed that the seven projects that proposed comprehensive retrofits in the commercial/industrial sector were rejected because they failed to pass one or more of their primary criteria (for example, more expensive than a comparable Niagara Mohawk DSM programme). Most strikingly, all but one bid failed two secondary criteria, those of not guaranteeing a mix of measures and not requiring participating customers to pay some portion of the incremental costs of the energy-saving measures. Finally, Niagara Mohawk rejected five residential sector bids primarily because these projects failed the utility cost test, and secondarily because the company believed that the savings estimates were overly optimistic.

Table 2. Final award group DSM bids.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MW</th>
<th>Sector/measures</th>
<th>Desirable features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>C/I HVAC, lighting, motors</td>
<td>Lowest cost in category, high customer contribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>Res. 2nd refrigerator removal</td>
<td>No overlap with Niagara Mohawk programmes, limited free riders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>Multi-family comprehensive retrofit</td>
<td>No overlap with Niagara Mohawk programmes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>Res. lighting, DHW, envelope</td>
<td>Comprehensive package</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>Res. lighting, DHW, envelope</td>
<td>Comprehensive package</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>Industrial lighting</td>
<td>Attractive even assuming free-rider</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>Industrial compressed air controls</td>
<td>Attractive even assuming free rider</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Issues in the solicitation

Scoring system failed to value DSM bids properly

One clear shortcoming in the Phase 1 scoring system was its inability to discriminate effectively between DSM bids. This problem was principally a by-product of Niagara Mohawk’s decision, in response to policy directives of New York’s regulators, to conduct an integrated auction with supply and DSM resources competing against one another. The scoring system for DSM bids was patterned after, and essentially mimicked, the categories and relative weights of its supply-side bid evaluation. The problems for DSM projects were most glaring in the scoring approach for non-price factors. For example, the experience of the DSM project team was worth only 3% of the total points, which seems low given the relative immaturity of the energy services industry. Likewise, the ability to measure, verify and guarantee savings of installed measures is an extremely important distinguishing characteristic among DSM bidders, yet DSM bidders could obtain a maximum of only 2% of the total non-price points if payment was based on metered savings, and another 2% if they guaranteed a specified amount of savings documented through metering. These weights also seem quite low, particularly in view of the fact that Niagara Mohawk emphasizes measured savings based on impact evaluations in its long-range DSM plan as well as the structure of its shareholder incentive mechanism.

Balancing economic perspectives

In the Phase 1 scoring system, payments from the utility plus proposed customer cost contribution relative to the published long-run avoided costs were used to determine a DSM bidder’s price score. This approach is analogous to the total resource cost test used in the economic evaluation of DSM programmes. In its Phase 2 evaluation, Niagara Mohawk analysed the economic feasibility of each DSM bid using various cost–benefit tests that have become customary in assessing the merits of utility conservation programmes. Niagara Mohawk was particularly concerned about the costs of DSM bids to the utility, and eliminated bids that failed the utility cost test using their lower internal estimates of marginal costs. However, Niagara Mohawk’s heavy reliance on the utility cost test in Phase 2 clearly was a departure from the scoring signal on price implied by the sole reliance on the total resource cost test in Phase 1. There should also be an explicit linkage between the approaches used to conduct the economic evaluation in the two phases. If the utility intends to rely solely on the utility cost test, then bidders must know this prior to submitting bids so that they can design their proposals to maximize customer contribution.

It is not obvious that this approach was appropriate in the context of an integrated auction because some DSM bids that were screened out on the basis of their cost to the utility (in comparison with other similar bids or company-sponsored DSM programmes) may still have been cheaper than the supply-side resource alternatives. Additionally, because Niagara Mohawk’s rebate programmes are structured so as to pay only a fraction of the incremental measure costs, they will look better than DSM bids if only the utility cost test is used. In effect, the economic merits of DSM bids are judged against the utility’s rebate levels and administrative costs. However, Niagara Mohawk should have placed some weight on the overall cost to society (as measured by the total resource cost test), and not just the costs to the utility.

Incorporating the manifold cost–benefit perspectives characteristic of DSM resources into a self-scoring system is admittedly a non-trivial challenge. Other possible options for evaluating the economic benefits of DSM bids include:

- using the total resource cost test as a threshold (for example, must be greater than one) and relying solely on the utility cost test;
- using a combination price metric which includes some explicit weighting of total resource and utility cost tests (50/50 has been proposed by regulatory staff in California);9
- maximizing total resource net benefits per dollar of utility investment (that is, total resource cost net benefits/utility programme costs);
- establishing a ceiling price, which is arbitrarily set lower than the utility’s avoided cost, using some other rationale (for example, consistency with utility rebate levels).

Whatever approach the utility follows, at a minimum it must be able to assess and properly value the additional services and performance risks being borne by DSM bidders relative to utility rebate programmes.

ESCO vs ESCO competition

The Phase 2 DSM bid-evaluation process effectively pitted similar ESCO bids against one another. Niagara Mohawk’s approach for grouping and comparing bids that targeted similar customer classes and end uses is reasonable because of the potential risk to the utility, ratepayers, and even winning
bidders from taking too many DSM bids that target the same market segment. However, we think Niagara Mohawk over-reacted by rejecting all but the least-cost ESCO bid. This problem arose especially among ESCOs that proposed multiple measures in the commercial/industrial sector. One of the reasons that Niagara Mohawk gave for eliminating ESCO bids in this category was that the cost to the utility was significantly higher than the lowest price bid.

We feel that this decision criterion was too restrictive because the C/I sector is not homogeneous, and ESCOs offering multiple measures conceivably developed their programme designs to target various C/I market segments and ownership patterns (for example, offices, hospitals, public institutions vs private sector). The winning bid in this sector targeted institutional and public buildings. The project designs of other ESCOs may well have addressed market barriers that exist among different types of commercial and industrial customers, which, in turn, was reflected in their estimates of customer contribution. For example, customers that own large office buildings may have higher investment hurdle rates than public institutions that may have long-term perspective but much more limited access to capital.

**Competition between DSM bidders and utility DSM programmes**

Assessing the potential for market overlap between bidder's projects and other company DSM programmes was an important element of Niagara Mohawk's Phase 2 bid-evaluation process. The company was most concerned about programmes proposed by ESCOs, and there is relatively little overlap between bids selected for the final award group and other company DSM programmes. For example, one bidder's refrigerator round-up programme did not overlap with any Niagara Mohawk DSM programme in terms of end uses and sectors targeted. In other cases, winning ESCO bids occupy market niches, such as a bid for low-income multifamily, in which Niagara Mohawk has not been particularly active.

The large C/I sector was the prime example in which Niagara Mohawk had to manage the potential for significant overlap between DSM bidding and other utility DSM programmes, which were mandated by the NYPSC. The one winning proposal in this sector focused on large institutional customers that were also eligible to participate in Niagara Mohawk rebate programmes for certain measures (such as high-efficiency lighting, motors and HVAC). However, the company decided that this bidder's programme design, which required substantial customer contribution to the cost of the retrofit, would not undercut their C/I rebate programs. The company rejected other DSM bids that targeted C/I customers, even though many of the ESCOs were quite experienced in this sector, and the company acknowledged that many of their bids were attractive. Niagara Mohawk adopted a very conservative posture in selecting only one ESCO that targeted C/I customers, even though the company had little actual experience implementing DSM in this sector (though at the time they had proposed several new C/I rebate programmes for high-efficiency motors and HVAC).

At a minimum, Niagara Mohawk could have accepted several other proposals with contingencies and then addressed their concerns during contract negotiations. Ultimately, the regulators have to share much of the responsibility for the problems that arose because the NYPSC provided insufficient policy guidance to the utilities who were left to grapple with potential conflicts between NYPSC-mandated core DSM programmes and DSM bidders' proposals. With the benefit of hindsight, it is also clear that Niagara Mohawk could have been more explicit in the request for proposals that this criterion would weigh heavily in the bid-evaluation and selection process.

**Treatment of measure mix risk on ESCO bids**

Niagara Mohawk overreacted to the measure mix risk in ESCO bids. In some cases, the project sponsor proposed payment based on an average cost of the bundle of measures but made no guarantee concerning what measures would actually be implemented. The company characterized these proposals as high risk, and listed this as one of the factors given for rejecting bids. While their concern on this type of bid was legitimate, they could have responded differently. It is not clear why this issue could not have been handled and resolved by additional contractual negotiations among the parties in the event that the DSM project was selected for the final award group. Some ESCOs might have been willing to negotiate on this issue, either offering to tie their payments to achievement of an agreed mix of DSM measures or some adjustment to the payment mechanism if the actual mix of installed measures differed significantly from that anticipated by the ESCO in their bid price. These projects could have been included in the final award group conditionally, pending satisfactory resolution of this issue.
A moving target: use of updated avoided costs

Niagara Mohawk's cost–benefit analysis in Phase 2 relied on the company's internal estimates of marginal costs, which were significantly lower than the NYSPSC-approved long-range avoided costs (LRACs) that were published in the request for proposals and employed in the Phase 1 bid scoring. The NYSPSC-approved LRACs are utilized in evaluating the benefits of utility-sponsored DSM programmes. Many bidders believed that Niagara Mohawk would perform its economic analysis using the avoided costs published in the request for proposals. Thus, at a minimum, in the future, the company needs to indicate more clearly how published avoided costs will be used for bid evaluation and ensure that the process is consistent with economic evaluation of its own DSM programmes. However, this will not fully solve all problems because there is always the possibility that avoided costs could change significantly between the time the request for proposals is issued and the utility evaluates bids, because of external factors such as a collapse in world oil prices, or reduced demand because of recession. In fact, changed conditions is the primary reason given by Niagara Mohawk for claiming that the NYSPSC-approved LRACs were outdated. In the future, it would be useful for the parties to develop guidelines specifying procedures and conditions that would be required in order for the utility to update its estimate of avoided costs. In addition, the NYSPSC and the utility might want to consider allowing DSM bidders to negotiate on price with the utility's DSM planners and programme managers who are able to modify rebate levels periodically (if necessary) based on updated information on avoided costs, so that programmes may pass the utility cost test.

Limited scope of portfolio analysis

Niagara Mohawk precluded the possibility of expanding the DSM role in its integrated portfolio analysis. The company followed a staged approach in Phase 2 in screening DSM bids first, then combining the winning DSM bids into a group as a fixed input to the portfolio analysis with supply bids. The single DSM portfolio of 36 MW was invariant in the portfolio analysis, and there was never any meaningful comparison of marginal DSM with marginal supply projects. Such comparisons could have produced smaller total portfolios. Given the apparent high probability assigned to the low-need scenario by the utility, it is entirely possible that a portfolio with greater DSM would have been superior to the chosen portfolio.

Policy recommendations

Separate DSM and supply auctions are preferable

There are several key differences between DSM and supply resources, in terms of market structure, inherent characteristics and level of development, which are germane to bidding. First, the market for energy efficiency is ultimately a retail market, while the competition for private power contracts is a wholesale market. Second, on the supply side, there is a well-developed infrastructure of private power developers that has led to project offerings that greatly exceed requested needs of utilities. The individual contracts are typically for single projects and locations, providing a product that can be directly measured and is well understood by utilities because they have decades of experience operating similar projects. Utility managers are relatively confident that a supply-side project's interaction with the utility system can be predicted and managed. In contrast, compared with the private power industry, the energy services industry is relatively immature (although growing rapidly). ESCOs essentially perform an aggregation function that transforms demand-side opportunities at individual sites into a product of 'saved energy'.

Third, provision of saved energy typically involves a complex relationship among customers, the ESCO, and the utility. Within a particular demand-side market and/or end use, individual bidders and the utility's own programmes are all mining the same resource. Individual DSM bids could have a negative impact on other DSM bidders' ability to deliver their projected savings as well as the utility's ability to obtain savings goals through its own programmes. Thus, DSM bidding must be well coordinated with other utility DSM programmes. If utilities are unable to work out creative solutions, then regulatory determinations will be required to address and define which entities can most appropriately deliver utility DSM programme offerings in various market segments. Fourth, the output of demand-side resources can never be measured with the same degree of certainty as supply-side resources.

Differences between supply-side and DSM resources argue for procurement processes that are specifically tailored to evaluate the attributes and distinctive features of each resource. In practice, this can be accomplished most easily by designing sepa-
rate procurement processes for DSM and supply-side resources with distinctive scoring systems.

**Partnership as an alternative to replacement DSM bidding**

In deciding how to structure demand-side procurement processes, the role(s) of ESCOs need to be more clearly linked to policy goals, which are then reflected in programme design. Utilities have traditionally contracted out some element of their DSM programmes by soliciting bids to private sector firms using conventional competitive procurement processes to buy energy services. As currently structured, most DSM bidding programmes stretch the boundaries of third-party involvement from procuring energy services to provision of saved energy through long-term contracts. The obvious competition occurs among energy service companies in DSM bidding programmes, although it is clear that ESCOs are also competing in a less explicit fashion against other utility-sponsored DSM programmes.16

Table 3 illustrates who the possible competitors would be under alternative competitive resource acquisition frameworks.

**All-sources bidding** represents the most general form of replacement bidding in which all options, supply- and demand-side, and providers (utility and non-utility) would compete explicitly. In this theoretical construct, the resource-acquisition process largely obviates the need for identifying the avoidable plant or potential utility DSM programmes in the planning stage.17 **Integrated bidding** is another form of replacement bidding in which ESCOs compete alongside independent power producers to displace some or all of a planned utility supply-side project. Unlike all-sources bidding, planned utility DSM programmes are not explicitly considered as resources that can be replaced in this type of bidding programme. One goal is to determine whether ESCOs can provide energy services at a lower cost than independent power producers or planned utility supply-side additions. Utilities in New York, Maine and New Jersey have conducted this latter type of bidding programme. The utility is typically placed in the position of deciding whether ESCO bids would adversely affect planned utility DSM programmes. Integrated auctions can be made to work if substantial negotiations and flexibility are built into the process, although bid evaluation is more difficult.

In **demand-side only replacement bidding**, there is an explicit competition between a utility’s own DSM programmes and ESCO activities. A primary objective is to have ESCO bids provide a price check on the utility’s estimated or actual DSM programme costs. In effect, ESCOs serve the functional role that independent power producers perform on the supply side. Competition between ESCOs and the utility’s DSM programme could occur at several possible stages:

- resource acquisition and selection: using an auction to compare ESCO bids with a planned
utility programme and selecting the lowest-cost alternative;

- implementation: explicit competition in the field between utility DSM staff and designated ESCOs in certain markets and end uses.18

In the first approach, the utility would not offer its own DSM programme, if it determined that the ESCO could deliver comparable services more cost-effectively. This approach is being tested by at least one utility in California at the insistence of the Public Utilities Commission.19 Some proponents envisage that this type of DSM-only replacement bidding would be formalized with planned utility DSM programmes being put out for bid on a regular basis. However, this scheme is untested and, because of its emphasis on minimizing costs, would require careful specification of all features and desired services. This approach might be appropriate for certain mature DSM programmes or technologies. Madison Gas & Electric’s Competition Pilot Programme is an example of the second demand-only replacement bidding approach which features head-to-head competition in targeted market segments.20,21 The Wisconsin regulators ordered the competition because they were dissatisfied with the pace at which Madison was developing its DSM resource. However, we are sceptical that short-term competitions between utilities and ESCOs are a viable long-term approach.

In contrast to replacement bidding, partnership bidding embodies the concept that utilities and ESCOs agree to work cooperatively to develop the DSM resource. In this approach, there is the recognition of a joint mission between utility and ESCO – that the ESCO in effect acts as an agent of the utility in its DSM programmes – and an accommodation of the operating requirements between the two parties. Partnership bidding represents opportunities for ESCOs to extend and expand on the type of activities offered, including provision of saved energy or comprehensive delivery of energy services under performance contracting arrangements. Partnership bidding programmes are more likely to emphasize qualifications, experience, performance guarantees for savings, customer relations, comprehensiveness and value of services rather than price. The principal aspect of competition is among ESCOs during the selection phase. Ironically, it may be easier to develop partnership bidding in situations where utilities conduct few DSM programmes or their offerings are not comprehensive across all customer classes or market segments.22,23

In most situations, we believe that partnership bidding types of programme are the preferred approach for procuring DSM resources given the relative immaturity of the ESCO industry and the difficulties of structuring effective competitions among ESCOs and utilities. It is still unclear whether the most effective way to utilize ESCO capabilities is to have them offer saved energy, or to bid costs for specified services with selection based primarily on qualifications and prices. Most parties involved with DSM bidding would agree that much more experimentation is needed to determine the most effective way to utilize ESCO capabilities. However, the viability of ESCO–utility partnership arrangements hinges on the utility’s ability to resolve satisfactorily potentially thorny market-share conflicts at the planning and/or implementation stages. State regulators have significant responsibilities in this area and, at a minimum, must ensure (as they have in New York) that utility management does not have a financial incentive to pursue utility-sponsored DSM programmes at the expense of third-party-delivered DSM programmes.

Tailor bid evaluation to match DSM resources

DSM bidders could have been sent clearer signals regarding the company’s true preferences (as demonstrated in its Phase 2 evaluation) if the initial DSM scoring criteria were developed separately from supply-side projects. Future bid evaluation criteria should be revised to facilitate comparisons between different DSM projects. It makes little sense to use similar weights in the major non-price categories for supply-side and demand-side options. This approach emphasizes form over content, in an attempt to ensure consistent treatment of all resource options. At this early stage of development, the design of DSM competitive procurements and bid-evaluation criteria should emphasize those factors that are critical to the deployment and achievement of long-term demand and energy savings: reasonable bid price, qualifications and experience of firms, technical expertise in installing and maintaining DSM technologies, market research and programme design tailored to customer needs, types of financing arrangements offered to customers, and plans for measuring and verifying energy savings.

Customer options: utility DSM programmes or custom bidding programs

In contrast to an ESCO’s bid and marketing plan, bids submitted by customers typically contain detailed, site-specific DSM options. Thus the level of resource definition is greater with fewer uncertainties. However, based on interviews with customers, Niagara Mohawk staff, and the experience of other utilities, it is clear that few customers are likely to
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participate in DSM bidding programmes given the high transaction costs associated with preparing bids and relative risks compared to other DSM programmes. It is possible that simplified bidding processes can be developed which will increase participation of large customers, but it is not clear that this is likely or, more importantly, even desirable.

The type of business relationship embodied in signing long-term contracts for saved energy places utilities in a difficult position vis-à-vis their customers. No utility wants to have an adversarial relationship with its customers, and it is clear that during ‘arms-length’ contract negotiations, parties are obligated to bargain hard. In negotiating with customers directly, the utility presumably has multiple objectives, among which cost-effective resource procurement and enhancing customer service are quite important. Unfortunately, these two objectives can be in conflict, and it may be difficult for the regulator to discern whether the utility has in fact negotiated effectively to drive a hard bargain that protects ratepayers. Because bid price is fixed, we would expect these conflicts to be fairly subtle and to arise principally in negotiations over terms and conditions (for example, measurement and verification, performance risk, actions that will be taken if circumstances at the customer’s facility change significantly).

Ironically, contract terms and conditions with ESCOs may be the only yardstick that regulators have to ensure that no ‘sweetheart deals’ with customers have been consummated.

Ultimately, given limited customer participation and potential headaches for utilities (in terms of customer relations) and regulatory commissions (in terms of determining prudence), it may turn out that bidding-type programmes are most suitable for third-party entities and that customers should be directed to other utility DSM programmes. Customized rebate programmes offered by some utilities may represent a hybrid approach because customers can bring formed site-specific proposals for more complex retrofits and receive prespecified financial incentives. These programmes are easier to participate in than bidding programmes, and typically have much lower transaction costs and performance risks.24

The work described in this report was funded by the Assistant Secretary for Conservation and Renewable Energy, Office of Utility Technologies, Office of Energy Management of the US Department of Energy, under Contract No. DE-AC03-76SF00098, and by New York State Energy Research and Development Authority under Contract No. 1515-EEED-BES-91.
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